HaMakom Yenachem our condolences go to:
Elka Jacobson and Eitan Dickman, for the death of Elka’s father, Dr. Stephen Arnold Jacobson (Zechariah ben Moshe u’Miriam), z”l
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Aaron Rosenberg, grandson of Ray Kosarin
Alisa Komsky, cousin of Michael Snyder
Bernice Kessler, mother of Marla Kessler-Groom
Bruno Korn, family friend of Judy Ribnick and Diane Burhenne
Claire Miller, grandmother of Reva Senese-Grossberg
Cyril Gurley, father of Roxella Stapleton-Baron
Dr. Douglas M. Warschauer, father of Jeffrey Warschauer
Erwin Honig, father of Les Honig
Esther Weiss, mother of Necha Sirota
Fred Hart, grandfather of Steven Mazie
Herman Krevsky, father of Leslie Krevsky
Jacob Kalish, grandfather of Karen Heau
Lazarus Radlow, uncle of Reba Snyder
Michael Ethan Jacobs, cousin of Gavrielle Levine
Naomi Fingerett, mother of Rosalyn Koch
Rivka Ben-David Edelstein, mother of Suzy Edelstein
William Schwartz, father of Suzanne Carter, grandfather of Rabbi Carie Carter

ZIKHRONAM LIV’RAKHA
MAY THEIR MEMORIES BE A BLESSING